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“ Each selection, from everyday to night-on-the-city, is presented so basically, so clearly, that
anyone can have fabulous eyes in only a few techniques. you say. “ Help me! It all looks so
basic& Today everyone will let you know you have beautiful eye&”They tempt me, they
torment me!however when I check it out, I look like one of the undead. No issue, honey,
because Eye Candy is here. In this handy new book, acclaimed makeup artist Linda Mason
reveals the secrets of eyes makeup with fifty sizzling looks.I really like those colorful,
glamorous eye I see in journals and in films,” For each look, Mason provides a straightforward
list of what’s needed, a diagram showing what things to put where, and a palette for
discovering the right colors in a personal makeup collection or a cosmetics aisle.because of
Eye Candy!$8212;$8212; Did anyone ever let you know you have beautiful eye?
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Eyes Candy: 55 Easy Make-up Looks I enjoyed this book. Beautiful and helpful This book had a
ton of eye shadow designs. Cute little book for younger generation. I still enjoy this
publication, because as I consider the different styles, I am thinking of the eyeshadow colors
that I would use in place of those that were used in this book. In case you are a professional or
have advanced knowledge with makeup do not waste your cash. It outlines which brush to
make use of to understand the looks as well. This is money well allocated to this reserve, and I
recommend it for anybody trying to make use of eyeshadows as an art, such as for example,
making your eyes look elongated, rounder, uplifted etc.. This publication is for people like
myself who are trying to master the artwork of applying eye make-up (eye shadow) in various
different ways. I really benefit from the different styles. Theresa C." Recommended! Cute Book
This book is a little dated, but had some cute looks for teens.. She offers been able to follow
the easy step-by-step instructions for many of the ideas & easily switches away colors to try
fresh ideas. This is an excellent book for somebody who wants to try new tips. Be forewarned
that a lot of the concepts can be extremely bright & using even more natural shades, you can
achieve a nice balance. vibrant if you are using the colours in the book, which means this isn't
necessarily a practical guide for daily work makeup :) However, with changing out shades &
The writer separated the designs into headings and gives each a name suck as, "flirty" or
"playful. This book had its good and bad points. I purchased the book off of amazon and
bought it because of the appearance on the front cover. Even then, I'd state there are books a
lot more helpful than that one. She does prefer to brush the brows up in stead over over that
was a small irksome but not every one of them. again, that doesn't need to be explained, and
it appeared horrible anyhow. One is normal while the additional is brushed up, it looks totally
crazy! There are a great number of inspirations in this reserve. Some are simply one swatch of
color swept on the lid, not blended at all, and does not need a tutorial in order to do.. If you
want fundamental this not the book for you I think that this is a good book for somebody who
wants to discover ways to blend shades. I've read a lot of the other evaluations on this book
and some say that it's a waste. Not Helpful and nothing beats the cover I was searching for a
book of makeup tutorials. I have a tendency to concentrate on my eyes, so this book appeared
to be a good choice. The make-up on the cover looks gorgeous, and I figured the looks in the
reserve would all be such as this. Boy, was I wrong. The appears in this publication are horrid.
One big plus about the reserve is that it features models of different races and pores and skin
tones. The models are young but with the right application and colors anyone can pull of a
few of these looks. There is one look featuring three dots on the eye.. The other looks, well, I'd
just avoid! There is one appearance, "firestarter", that the brows are simply CRAZY! A tool that
is not only informative, but beautiful and fun! I was wishing to have many gorgeous but fun
looks to play around with. I immediately turned around and ordered one for my mother. They
should have listed that book was for little children, not teens and definitely not twenty-
somethings. The book does only use teenage models, plus some of the shades are
unflattering. I am a make-up artist and was a little disappointed. This book is for younger
women or somebody who wants concepts for artistic eyemakeup application.! A lot of the
looks appear as if these were carried out by a five year old. A couple of problems that I
acquired with the overall makeup is a few of the models needed their eyebrows tweezed and
a credit card applicatoin of basis to soften a few of their skin imperfections. The book also
does an excellent job with detailing each appear, so that you can duplicate it. I would only
recommend this book for children a decade old and younger who've absolutely no idea about
makeup and have never place any on before. A must for the makeup lover in you life! The



majority of the appears within the publication contain bright colors. Blending techniques with
multiple shades and lash jewels applications are far more advance forms of makeup artistry..
Oh, and just so you know, all the models in the publication are preteens and young kids also.
Really interesting ideas for makeup. Some of them I'd never do, just as well wild, but now
there a whole lot of neutral tips, and a bunch among. I highly recommend it. Plus you can't
beat the purchase price. Good publication to have for reference and for new ideas. Get a used
copy though and don't pay full price. I say if you want to know basic makeup application, after
that buy a basic publication. This is a kind of High Fashion makeup and when you can perfect
this, then your other basic makeup program will be like a 2nd nature for you.! The makeups
themselves aren't finished well and if you would like to follow the step-by-step, you'll find it
filled with gaps where not really the merchandise are discribed. They instruct business setting,
bridal, and runway. This publication cover is certainly self-explanatory. I state that book would
be beneficial to make-up artist who perform senior proms also because this look is actually
hot with the teens plus they lean toward a far more nontraditional look for proms nowadays.
Four Stars love it Five Stars Such a awesome how exactly to book! I like all the looks, easy to
check out instructions, unique! One Star This was to over the top, no mature models. loves to
experiment. Also you should curently have some ideal of the eye shadow colors you prefer
before purchasing this reserve. My best friend provided me this publication for my birthday in
October. some of the looks nice Three Stars Not the very best tips I've read, but okay for a
beginner. Five Stars Nice! Great publication for learning/experimenting I bought this for my
artistic child who is interested in makeup artistry & It's GARBAGE We am a Makeup artist by
trade and I purchased this book for some fresh ideas on eye makeups. Most schools usually
do not educate this form of makeup application. To include insult to injury, the photography is
definately not professional quality.
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